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Figure 1: Comparison of current (solid lines) and projected (dashed lines) limits on the DM annihila-
tion cross section from different gamma-ray searches as a function of WIMP mass. Limits for Fermi
(magenta lines) and H.E.S.S. (solid black line) are calculated for a 100% branching ratio to bb. Pro-
jected limits for CTA are shown for WIMP annihilation to bb and a 500 hour observation of Sculptor
(red dashed line) and for WIMP annihilation to bb (black dashed line), WW (green dashed line),
and ττ (cyan dashed line) and a 500 hour observation of the GC. Filled circles represent pMSSM
models satisfying WMAP7 constraints on the relic DM density and experimental constraints from
ATLAS and CMS SUSY searches and XENON100 limits on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross section (Cahill-Rowley et al., 2012; Conley et al., 2011). Models indicated in red would be
excluded by the CTA 95% C.L. upper limit from a 500 hour observation of the Galactic Center.

ration with 61 MSTs corresponding to the baseline MST array with an additional US contribution of
36 MSTs. This configuration has comparable point-source sensitivity to previously studied CTA con-
figurations below 100 GeV but 2–3 times better point-source sensitivity between 100 GeV
and 1 TeV.

Figure 1 shows the projected sensitivity of our candidate CTA configuration to a WIMP particle
annihilating through the bb channel. For the Sculptor dSph, one of the best dSph candidates in the
south, CTA could reach∼ 10−24 cm2 s−1 at 1 TeV which is comparable to current limits from H.E.S.S.
observations of the GC halo. For an observation of the GC utilizing the same 0.3◦–1.0◦ annular search
region as the H.E.S.S. analysis CTA could rule out models with cross sections significantly below the
thermal relic cross section down to ∼ 3 × 10−27 cm2 s−1. Overlaid in the figure are WIMP models
generated in the pMSSM framework that satisfy all current experimental constraints from collider
and direct detection searches (Cahill-Rowley et al., 2012; Conley et al., 2011). Approximately half
of the models in this set could be excluded at the 95% C.L. in a 500 hour observation
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CF4 activities
• Pre-workshop

– identify members/contributors
– identify liaisons with CF1,CF2,HE4, collect limits
– identify a set of theory models and experts
– prepare draft of the short Complementarity Document

• At the workshop
– discussion of the Complementarity Document

• add: pMSSM example, Conclusions, Venn diagram/science goals
• subtract: list of individual experiments, references

– three CF4 sessions with (mostly) theory talks
– joint sessions with CF1 (two), CF2 (two) and CF3 (one)

• Post-workshop
– deliver the Complementarity Document (by March 29)
– begin work on the CF4 Summary Report

• in final form by July 12
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https://indico.fnal.gov/contributionDisplay.py?sessionId=73&contribId=17&confId=6199
https://indico.fnal.gov/contributionDisplay.py?sessionId=73&contribId=17&confId=6199


Complementarity Document: TOC
• Introduction
• Evidence and candidates
• The four pillars of dark matter detection

– Direct detection
– Indirect detection
– Particle colliders
– Astrophysical probes

• Complementarity
– Basic features
– Model-independent examples
– Post-discovery complementarity

• Conclusions
• Appendix: Dark matter projects 3



Appendices: lists of experiments
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TABLE II: Current and planned indirect detection experiments.
Status Experiment Target Location Major Support Comments
Current AMS e+/e−,

anti-nuclei
ISS NASA Magnet Spectrome-

ter, Running
Fermi Photons,

e+/e−
Satellite NASA, DOE Pair Telescope and

Calorimeter, Run-
ning

HESS Photons,
e−

Namibia German BMBF, Max Planck Society,
French Ministry for Research, CNRS-
IN2P3, UK PPARC, South Africa

Atmospheric
Cherenkov Tele-
scope (ACT),
Running

IceCube/
DeepCore

Neutrinos Antarctica NSF, DOE, International *Belgium,
Germany, Japan, Sweden)

Ice Cherenkov,
Running

MAGIC Photons,
e+/e−

La Palma German BMBF and MPG, INFN,
WSwiss SNF, Spanish MICINN, CPAN,
Bulgarian NSF, Academy of Finland,
DFG, Polish MNiSzW

ACT, Running

PAMELA e+/e− Satellite
VERITAS Photons,

e+/e−
Arizona,
USA

DOE, NSF, SAO ACT, Running

ANTARES Neutrinos Mediter-
ranean

France, Italy, Germany, Netherlands,
Spain, Russia, and Morocco

Running

Planned CALET e+/e− ISS Japan JAXA, Italy ASI, NASA Calorimeter
CTA Photons ground-

based
(TBD)

International (MinCyT, CNEA, CON-

ICET, CNRS-INSU, CNRS-IN2P3,

Irfu-CEA, ANR, MPI, BMBF, DESY,

Helmholtz Association, MIUR, NOVA,

NWO, Poland, MICINN, CDTI, CPAN,

Swedish Research Council, Royal Swedish

Academy of Sciences, SNSF, Durham UK,

NSF, DOE

ACT

GAMMA-
400

Photons Satellite Russian Space Agency, Russian
Academy of Sciences, INFN

Pair Telescope

GAPS Anti-
deuterons

Balloon
(LDB)

NASA, JAXA TOF, X-ray and
Pion detection

HAWC Photons,
e+/e−

Sierra Ne-
gra

NSF/DOE Water Cherenkov,
Air Shower Surface
Array

IceCube/
PINGU

Neutrinos Antarctica NSF, Germany, Sweden, Belgium Ice Cherenkov

KM3NeT Neutrinos Mediter-
ranean

ESFRI, including France, Italy, Greece,
Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Roma-
nia, Spain, UK, Cyprus

Water Cherenkov

ORCA Neutrinos Mediter-
ranean

ESFRI, including France, Italy, Greece,
Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Roma-
nia, Spain, UK, Cyprus

Water Cherenkov
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TABLE III: Current and proposed particle colliders.
Status Collider Type ECOM, Luminosity Major Support Comments
Current LHC pp 8 TeV, 20 fb−1 DOE, NSF

Upcoming LHC pp 14 TeV, 300 fb−1 DOE, NSF
Proposed HL LHC pp 14 TeV, 3000 fb−1

Proposed VLHC pp 33-100 TeV
Proposed Higgs Factory e+e− 250 GeV
Proposed ILC, CLIC e+e− 0.5-3 TeV
Proposed Muon Collider µ+µ− 6 TeV

TO BE CONTINUED
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APPENDIX: DARK MATTER PROJECTS

TABLE I: Current and planned direct detection experiments.
Status Experiment Target Technique Location Major Support Comments
Current LUX 350 kg liquid Xe Ion., Scint. SURF DOE, NSF, European
Planned LZ 7 ton liquid Xe Ion., Scint. SURF DOE, NSF, European
Current Xenon100 62 kg liquid Xe Ion., Scint. LNGS DOE, NSF, European
Planned Xenon1T 3 ton liquid Xe Ion., Scint. LNGS DOE, NSF, European
Planned PandaX-1 1.2 ton liquid Xe Ion., Scint. Jinping Chinese
Planned PandaX-2 3 ton liquid Xe Ion., Scint. Jinping Chinese
Current XMASS-I 800 kg liquid Xe Scint. Kamioka Japanese
Planned XMASS-1.5 5 ton liquid Xe Scint. Kamioka Japanese
Current DarkSide-50 50 kg liquid Ar Ion., Scint. LNGS DOE, NSF, European
Planned DarkSide-G2 5 ton liquid Ar Ion., Scint. LNGS DOE, NSF, European
Current ArDM 1 ton liquid Ar Ion., Scint. Canfranc European
Current MiniCLEAN 500 kg liquid Ar/Ne Scint. SNOLab DOE
Current DEAP-3600 3.6 ton liquid Ar Scint. SNOLab Canadian
Planned CLEAN 40 ton liquid Ar/Ne Scint. SNOLab DOE
Current COUPP-60 CF3I Bubbles SNOLab DOE, NSF
Planned COUPP-1T CF3I Bubbles SNOLab DOE, NSF
Current PICASSO Bubbles SNOLab Canadian
Current SIMPLE Bubbles Canfranc European
Current SuperCDMS 10 kg Ge Ion., Phonons Soudan DOE, NSF
Planned SuperCDMS 100 kg Ge Ion., Phonons Soudan DOE, NSF
Current Edelweiss 4 kg Ge Ion., Phonons Modane European
Current CRESST 10 kg CaWO4 Scint., Phonons LNGS European
Planned EURECA Ge, CaWO4

Current CoGeNT Ge Ion. Soudan DOE
Current TEXONO Ge Ion. Chinese
Current DAMA/LIBRA NaI European
Current ELEGANT NaI Japanese
Planned DM-Ice NaI
Planned CINDMS NaI Chinese
Current KIMS CsI
Current DRIFT Ion.
Current DMTPC CF4 gas Ion. WIPP
Planned NEXT Xe gas Ion., Scint. Canfranc
Planned MIMAC Ion. Modane
Planned Superfluid He-4
Planned DNA DNA

TO BE CONTINUED

DIRECT DETECTION INDIRECT DETECTION COLLIDERS



DM interactions vs. DM probes
• For the purposes of this report, DM candidates are 

categorized according to their basic interactions
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Model-independent examples
• In the short Complementarity Document:

– Be agnostic about the underlying theory model
• Parameterize our ignorance about

– the origin of SUSY breaking
•  pMSSM talks (Ismail, Cotta, Cahill-Rowley, Drlica-Wagner) 

– the type of DM-SM interactions and their mediators
• effective operators (Shepherd)

• The longer CF4 summary document will also 
consider specific theory models:
– CMSSM (Sanford)
– NUSUGRA (Baer)
– UED (Kong)
– NMSSM (McCaskey, Shaughnessy) 6



I. Effective operator approach
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if dark matter annihilation is insignificant now, for example, as in the case of asymmetric
dark matter.

• Particle Colliders provide the opportunity to study dark matter in a highly-controlled labo-
ratory environment, may be used to precisely constrain many dark matter particle properties,
and are sensitive to the broad range of masses favored for WIMPs. Hadron colliders are rel-
atively insensitive to dark matter that interacts only with leptons, and colliders are unable
to distinguish missing momentum signals produced by a particle with lifetime ∼ 10−7 s from
one with lifetime >∼ 1017 s, as required for dark matter.

• Astrophysical Probes are unique probes of the “warmth” of dark matter and hidden dark
matter properties, such as its self-interaction strength, and they directly measure the effects
of dark matter properties on large-scale structure in the Universe. Astrophysical probes are
typically unable to distinguish various forms of CDM from each other or make other precision
measurements of the particle properties of dark matter.

B. Model-Independent Examples

The qualitative features outlined above may be illustrated in a simple and fairly model-
independent setting by considering dark matter that interacts with standard model particles
through four-particle contact interactions, which represent the exchange of very heavy particles.

To do this, we may choose representative couplings of a spin-1/2 dark matter particle χ with
quarks q, gluons g, and leptons � given by

1
M2

q
χ̄γµγ5χ

�

q

q̄γµγ5q +
αS

M3
g

χ̄χGaµνGa
µν +

1
M2

�

χ̄γµχ
�

�

�̄γµ� . (1)

The interactions with quarks mediate spin-dependent direct signals, whereas those with gluons
mediate spin-independent direct signals. The coefficients Mq, Mg, and M� characterize the strength
of the interaction with the respective SM particle, and in this representative example should be
chosen such that the annihilation cross section into all three channels provides the correct relic
density of dark matter. The values of the three interaction strengths together with the mass of the
dark matter particle mχ completely defines this theory and allows one to predict the rate of both
spin-dependent and spin-independent direct scattering, the annihilation cross section into quarks,
gluons, and leptons, and the production rate of dark matter at colliders.

Each class of dark matter search outlined in Sec. III is sensitive to some range of the interaction
strengths for a given dark matter mass. Therefore, they are all implicitly putting a bound on the
annihilation cross section into a particular channel. Since the annihilation cross section predicts
the dark matter relic density, the reach of any experiment is thus equivalent to a fraction of the
observed dark matter density. This connection can be seen in the plots in Fig. 2, where the left
(right) vertical axis shows the annihilation cross-section normalized to σth (the relic density Ωχ

normalized to ΩDM ). If the discovery potential for an experiment with respect to one of the
interaction types maps on to one times the observed dark matter density (the horizontal dashed
lines in Fig. 2), that experiment will be able to discover dark matter which interacts only with that
SM particle. If an experiment were to observe an interaction consistent with a DM fraction larger
than one (yellow-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered dark matter but we would
infer that there were still important annihilation channels still waiting to be observed. Finally, if
an experiment were to observe an interaction consistent with a fraction less than one (green-shaded
regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered one species of dark matter, which, however, could not
account for all of the dark matter, and there are still important other DM species still waiting to
be discovered.

D11D8 D5

• Effective theory of SM+DM.



II. The pMSSM approach
(SUSY without prejudice)

• Sequentially apply projected constraints from
– direct detection (red versus black)
– indirect detection (red->green; black->blue)
– LHC 
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talks by: M. Cahill-Rowley, R. Cotta, A. Drlica-Wagner, A. Ismail, T. Rizzo, M. Wood 



Where are the 
benchmark points?

• Still under discussion in the 
High Energy Frontier

• Not all HEF models are 
suitable for DM studies

• We have begun collecting 
good DM benchmark 
models at the workshop
– will be linked to the CF4 twiki
– synchronization exercises?
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Focus Point Benchmark Points (µ < 0)

� Set m0 = 9 TeV to produce correct Higgs mass
� Choose A to produce Ωχ = ΩDM

� All points have mh in range 125-126 GeV

M1/2 A mχ mg̃ σSI
p (zb) σSD

p (ab) Solar µ Flux B(γγ)
(TeV) (TeV) (GeV) (TeV) fs = 0.05 (km−2 yr−1) (×10−4)

0.7 -4.81 302.5 1.79 5.34 89.8 30.4 0.338
0.8 -4.57 345.6 2.01 6.45 80.9 35.0 0.569
0.9 -4.34 388.9 2.23 7.43 71.8 34.5 0.858
1.2 -3.65 519.6 2.87 9.39 49.5 26.4 2.058
1.4 -3.18 606.7 3.29 10.2 39.0 19.2 3.176
1.6 -2.69 692.9 3.71 10.6 30.8 13.6 4.604
1.8 -2.16 777.4 4.11 10.3 23.6 9.37 6.387
2.0 -1.57 858.4 4.52 8.99 16.9 5.97 8.624
2.5 4.38 1010 5.50 2.93 39.1 1.47 16.82
3.0 1.24 1047 6.50 7.33 90.8 0.42 24.67

with J. Feng, K. Matchev, J. Gainer

Constrained by COUPP60 1 yr expected sensitivity

talk by D. Sanford “Status of the CMSSM and the Focus Point” 
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Next: how can                                ?               −m2
Hu

(mweak) ∼ m2
Z
/2

Large top Yukawa radiatively drives 
        to small negative valuesm2

Hu

In mSUGRA, this only happens in HB/FP region where stops 
also are heavy;

in NUHM models, this can occur even if lighter stops

m2
Hu

(mGUT ) ∼ (1− 2)m2
0

Large logs are a feature, not a 
hindrance; they are large because 

m(t)=173.2 GeV.

Why is m(t) so large?
I don’t know, but I am glad it is.

14Wednesday, March 6, 2013

talk by H. Baer “Perspectives on SUSY in the post-LHC era” 
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SUSY spectra from 
radiatively-driven natural SUSY (RNS)

scan NUHM2 space:

19Wednesday, March 6, 2013

talk by H. Baer “Perspectives on SUSY in the post-LHC era” 
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• We propose the following:
– Consider 5D UED only

• 6D model needs to address an issue with DM (too low KK scale)

– Minimal UED
• two parameters: R and Lambda (cutoff)
• cutoff dependence is only logarithmic
• mass spectrum from radiative correction (no boundary terms)
• compressed mass spectrum

– Non-minimal UED with brane terms for strong sector
• two additional parameters: rG and rQ (for universal brane terms)

– Signatures (standard SUSY search + resonances)
• level 1: jets + n-leptons + met,       n=0,1,2,3,4
• level 2: dijet, dilepton and lepton-neutrino final states

HF4: UED Benchmarks
talk by K. Kong “Dark Matter Complementarity: UED review” 
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FIG. 10: Combined plot of the direct detection limit on the spin-independent cross section, the
limit from the relic abundance and the LHC reach for (a) !1 and (b) Z1, in the parameter plane

of the LKP mass and the mass splitting !q1. The remaining KK masses have been fixed as in
Fig. 1 and the SM Higgs mass is mh = 120 GeV. The black solid line accounts for all of the
dark matter (100%) and the two black dotted lines show 10% and 1%, respectively. The green

band shows the WMAP range, 0.1037 < "CDMh2 < 0.1161. The blue (red) solid line labelled
by CDMS (XENON10) shows the current limit of the experiment whereas the dashed and dotted

lines represent projected limits of future experiments as shown in Fig. 8. In the case of !1 LKP,
a ton-scale experiment will rule out most of the parameter space while there is little parameter
space left in the case of Z1 LKP. The yellow region in the case of !1 LKP shows parameter space

that could be covered by the collider search in the 4" + /ET channel at the LHC with a luminosity
of 100 fb!1 [45].

This signature results from the pair production (direct or indirect) of SU(2)W -doublet KK

quarks, which subsequently decay to Z1’s and jets. The leptons (electrons or muons) arise

from the Z1 ! !+!!"1 decay, whose branching fraction is approximately 1/3 [45]. Requiring

a 5# excess at a luminosity of 100 fb!1, the LHC reach extends up to R!1 " m!1 # 1.5 TeV,

which is shown as the right-most boundary of the (yellow) shaded region in Fig. 10a. The

slope of that boundary is due to the fact that as !q1 increases, so do the KK quark masses,

and their production cross sections are correspondingly getting suppressed, diminishing the

reach. We account for the loss in cross section according to the results from Ref. [75],

assuming also that, as expected, the level-2 KK particles are about two times heavier than

those at level 1. Points which are well inside the (yellow) shaded region, of course, would be

discovered much earlier at the LHC. Notice, however, that the LHC reach in this channel

completely disappears for !q1 less than about 8%. This is where the KK quarks become

31

• Yellow: 4 leptons plus MET at 14 TeV LHC with 100 fb-1

• Green: relic abundance
Arrenberg, Baudis, Kong, Matchev, Yoo 2008

• Treat the LKP mass and mass splitting as free parameters.

• Gives a better chance for the LHC, and direct detection.

KK Dark Matter: complementarity
talk by K. Kong “Dark Matter Complementarity: UED review” 



Looking ahead
• Finish the complementarity document by March 29

– only a few loose ends left

• Begin work on the CF4 summary report
– use the short Complementarity Document as a starting point
– identify additional topics 

• theory model examples discussed here at the workshop
– contributors are identified
– solicit (white paper style) contributions 

• discuss astrophysical probes 
– (talks by A. Peter, M. Boylan-Colchin, W. Dawson)

• Attend upcoming Snowmass related workshops
– All-hands EF meetings at BNL, U. Washington
– SnowDark workshop in Snowbird
– Theory workshop at KITP
– All-frontier Snowmass meeting in Minnesota 17



BACKUPS
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if dark matter annihilation is insignificant now, for example, as in the case of asymmetric
dark matter.

• Particle Colliders provide the opportunity to study dark matter in a highly-controlled labo-
ratory environment, may be used to precisely constrain many dark matter particle properties,
and are sensitive to the broad range of masses favored for WIMPs. Hadron colliders are rel-
atively insensitive to dark matter that interacts only with leptons, and colliders are unable
to distinguish missing momentum signals produced by a particle with lifetime ∼ 10−7 s from
one with lifetime >∼ 1017 s, as required for dark matter.

• Astrophysical Probes are unique probes of the “warmth” of dark matter and hidden dark
matter properties, such as its self-interaction strength, and they directly measure the effects
of dark matter properties on large-scale structure in the Universe. Astrophysical probes are
typically unable to distinguish various forms of CDM from each other or make other precision
measurements of the particle properties of dark matter.

B. Model-Independent Examples

The qualitative features outlined above may be illustrated in a simple and fairly model-
independent setting by considering dark matter that interacts with standard model particles
through four-particle contact interactions, which represent the exchange of very heavy particles.

To do this, we may choose representative couplings of a spin-1/2 dark matter particle χ with
quarks q, gluons g, and leptons � given by

1
M2

q
χ̄γµγ5χ

�

q

q̄γµγ5q +
αS

M3
g

χ̄χGaµνGa
µν +

1
M2

�

χ̄γµχ
�

�

�̄γµ� . (1)

The interactions with quarks mediate spin-dependent direct signals, whereas those with gluons
mediate spin-independent direct signals. The coefficients Mq, Mg, and M� characterize the strength
of the interaction with the respective SM particle, and in this representative example should be
chosen such that the annihilation cross section into all three channels provides the correct relic
density of dark matter. The values of the three interaction strengths together with the mass of the
dark matter particle mχ completely defines this theory and allows one to predict the rate of both
spin-dependent and spin-independent direct scattering, the annihilation cross section into quarks,
gluons, and leptons, and the production rate of dark matter at colliders.

Each class of dark matter search outlined in Sec. III is sensitive to some range of the interaction
strengths for a given dark matter mass. Therefore, they are all implicitly putting a bound on the
annihilation cross section into a particular channel. Since the annihilation cross section predicts
the dark matter relic density, the reach of any experiment is thus equivalent to a fraction of the
observed dark matter density. This connection can be seen in the plots in Fig. 2, where the left
(right) vertical axis shows the annihilation cross-section normalized to σth (the relic density Ωχ

normalized to ΩDM ). If the discovery potential for an experiment with respect to one of the
interaction types maps on to one times the observed dark matter density (the horizontal dashed
lines in Fig. 2), that experiment will be able to discover dark matter which interacts only with that
SM particle. If an experiment were to observe an interaction consistent with a DM fraction larger
than one (yellow-shaded regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered dark matter but we would
infer that there were still important annihilation channels still waiting to be observed. Finally, if
an experiment were to observe an interaction consistent with a fraction less than one (green-shaded
regions in Fig. 2), it would have discovered one species of dark matter, which, however, could not
account for all of the dark matter, and there are still important other DM species still waiting to
be discovered.

Colliders Direct detection

Indirect detection

σ(qq̄ → χχ̄+X)

σ(χχ̄ → qq̄).v

σp(Mq) (Mq)

(Mq)


